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1. 6oa[f, Dreanf ?nd MLM

Everybody har dreams.

Everybody has a goal in mind, either at the front, back, or side of their mind. It
may be financial, emotional, mental, physical or even spiritual. They are differ-
ent for everyone. Personal things. Things you wish to achieve.
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It may be a burning desire to have something, or a sense of achievement, or
even just being able to support your family. Providing food for your parents in
their retirement saving for your own retirement, or being able to buy your son

the bicycle he wants for his birthday. What are yours?

Some people just plod through life, not wondering about the future, not think-
ing about how they are going to create and actualise their dreams. Not so for
you, young sir or madam, who is reading this book! Obviously, you are

researching the mechanisms behind multi-level marketing: a way of selling
products using a people structure that you have created. The new market!

On the next page is a little set of questions which you can answer about where
you stand in your life now. What are your goals? What are yorn needs and

desires? Write them down....

In a recent survey of MLM success stories, three factors surfaced:

MLM gave them freedom from financial stress and worry.

MLM gave them freedom from time constraints and structures.

MLM gave them freedom to do the things they enjoy.

If you want these freedoms for money and time, MLM can achieve this.

Your whole life is a timeftrappiness equation. In the financial world, it's a
time/money equation. If you need to retire, or use money, it becomes a

timelmoney/happiness equation. MLM can give you these freedoms.

Multi-level marketing has made more millionaires of people - people from all
around the world from all walks of life and philosophy - than any other indus-

try in the history of the world. If money is your buming desire, MLM is your

best chance for temporal and financial freedom.

But don't worry if it isn't. You don't have to be moneyphilic to succeed at

MLMing. What you do need to have is a goal. Whether that is to be successful,

to be independently self-sufficient, to be able to earn your own living, or to

help other people - it doesn't matter, but just the fact that you do.

So what's yours?

Fill in Life's Little Signpost and find out.

We'll talk about it later.



Li(e'r little fil'.port where ?r I ,.o*?

Age Today's Date I I

l. I am a

2. I work as a

3. About myself I currently feel

. How successful am I riglrt now?

12345678910

5. How much of my potential am I crurently using?

12345678910

. How happy am I with my career?

t2345678910

7. How happy am I with my relationships?

12345678910

8. I desire

. I love

10. I am loved by

11. I believe in
12- I am afraid of
13. My cunent wish is

14. I respond quickly to
15. I feel sfrongly about

16. I want to work towards

17. My goals for the next:

Day

Week

Month

Year

Decade

Score

18. I want to be remembered by

19. I want to be remembered for being

20. I am best known for
21. A friend's signature



L. tqrhv IVILM?

Thgfg efe many reasons why MLM is the 'way to go'. What makes MLM

so atfractive are four basic reu6ons:

1.Lo- 0verhee{f

There's usually a once-offsign up fee. $60 will usually do it.

L, Lo- [1"ipr^e"t

All you need is a phone and a lounge room. Done. Maybe a fax later on.

WHY???

BECAUSE



j. Anyone Ca^ Do lf

You don't have to be a genius to work MLM. It's not a matter of "working

smarter, not harder"; and it's certainly not a matter of "working harder, not

smarter". In MLM, the structure is already set. All you have to do is apply the

knowledge-steps and the procedures to the MLM company you belong to.

It is simple.

It is not easy.

It is not hard, either. It's just work. It's fun. It's MLMing!

4. The hlay o( the f vtvYe

The 1960's saw the blossoming of the electrical appliance explosion of 'modern

conveniences'through the furniture and departrnent store era.

The 1970's saw the age of the small business chain, leading to franchising, in

all areas of retail. Mail order businesses also flourished.

The 1980's saw the birth of Network Marketing and an economic equilibrium

of small and large businesses, as well as the amalgamation of big businesses.

The 1990's saw the birth of the Internet and computer trading. Direct mmketing

CMLM and mail order) growth becomes exponential.

The New Millennium of 2000 ACE (Y2K) will see networking as the predomi-

nant source of purchasing and commerce. Already, telecommerce rules the

world's economy, each country's culrency buyrng power and value, and global

supply and demand. Locally, networking sees the consumer trying and buying

new products from reputable sources (e.g. friends) for reasons of greater buying

power and a permanent source of income.

The move to supply goods and consumables to the market level directly from

the manufacturer facilitates better value for money and a closer, more trusting

relationship between seller (the manufacturer) and the buyer (the consumer).

By using MLM as the vehicle for product distribution, it provides the company

with self-perpetuating growth and consumer base.



j. Your Lile'r

Yous Ufe\ PuRpoSE
rS To D|5CoVER youR
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[Veryone hat upu{pose in life. Everyone has a personal mission to

achieve something. Everyone will be remembered for something, if not many

things. The trick to success in life is to enjoy what you do, or rather, to do what

you enjoy. It is a well-known fact that successful people are people who have

made a living out of doing what they enjoy (see Recommended Reading Plan).
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I am now going to tell you what you need to have

life. It's just 3 simple things:

in order to be successful in

1.

2.

J.

Purpose

Attitude

Enjoyment. That's it. Simple.

Having a purpose gives us a goal in life to achieve, and thus a direction. When

we act, we make choices that bring us closer to our goal, and steer us closer to
the direction in which we wish to move. Having a purpose gives us a reason for
living. Without this reason, we become depressed, and lose hope. Some peo-

ple's purpose is just to survive. And guess what? That's what they get. If your
purpose is to be wealthy and enjoy life, you'll make choices to get you closer to
your goal. As I said, this is not hard. It's simple. A truth.

Your personal attitude allows you to cope with the stresses and hiccups of life.
Having a healthy attitude gives you the manceuvrability of handling difficult
situations without damaging yourself, especially mentally and emotionally.

Being able to erryoy life is very important. Medical and spiritual science has

shown us that being happy and enjoying life are essential to being healthy and

successful. Successful people enjoy good health and good cheer. The two go

hand in hand. People who have little or no enjoyment get sick more often, ulti-
mately resulting in early death or incapacitation. If you don't enjoy life, you
(and your body) won't want to be here. These me the three big ones.

Once you have found agoal and dream to pursue, you have a reason and pur-

pose for living. This is a good start. Make it your quest in life. Then you'll need

to become aware of your current attitude, and make it one conducive to being

able to handle all (good and bad) situations easily and positively. Then, finally
(and this bit needs constant attention), you need (and I do mean neeQ to enjoy

life. Every moment you can. If do you, Life will reward you.

If you can get these three simple things together, it will bring an infinite pas-

sion into your life, so much so, that nothing will be able to stop you. That's the

way it works. Go back to Life's Little Signpost and think again. Are the

answers you gave compatible to having these 3 things? If not, I suggest you

write down, here and now, what your passion is:

My Purpose in Life is:

My Attitude Philosophy is:

I enjoy Life by:



1. Fi^dinJ Your l'lLM Cortp?^y.
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Thgfg argjust three things you need to consider when choosing your

MLM company. They are:

1. The Products

2. The Plan

3. The Philosophy

Let's look at each one.



'1. The Prod"ctr M"ft Be 6oool

Firstly I'd like to share with you the most basic, fundamental truth in all sales

and commission situations, based on your belief in the the product:

If no product is sold, no one gets paid.

I know this is really obvious, but how many times have you seen MLMers
present you with this wonderfril 'business opportunity'without showing you the
goods? Plans, plans, plans galore, but no goods? Sorry, sonny Jim, that just
ain't gonna work in MLMing. The bottom line is that in network marketing
products must be bought and then re-sold for you to get your share.

Now these purchases may just be for personal use, and I know many successful

companies pride themselves on the fact that most, if not all, of their distribu-
tors, use their own products. And that's great. I agree wholeheartedly, how can
you sell a brand of car if you've never driven one?

So the point here is that the products must be good because if they're not, no
one will buy them, and that means no cofilmissions, and hence no one gets

paid. It doesn't matter how many downline levels deep you've got, or how
many people you're sponsoring every month - the truth still remains: if no one

is buying product, no one gets paid. That includes you. So the products must be

good, and preferably usable by as many people as possible. The better they are

over competition, the better for you and your downline.

The P.U.P. Rule

My upline bigman and advisor, Big Don, said that my newsletters were too
pushy. People felt pressured to sell. He said to me, "Jason, just let them buy

their own stuff. What you want to do is just let them do it for themselves".

Then, Big Don said, "Jason, what you want is:

P.U.P. - People Using Product.

That's it, Jason. People using product. Just let them do it. If they want help,

they'll ask for it. So let them do it. P.U.P. is what MLMs all about."

What Big Don said was that when P.U.P. happens (people using product),

MLM works really well. If you show others, and let them use the products too,

then everyone is happy. When people have tried a company's products, they

like it because the quality of the product is very good. Show them, tell them, let

them try it, and on that basis, they'll buy it for themselves, and so on....



L. fhe Corapenfafio", PLa"

The compensation or reimbursement plan is also of vital importance. This is the

thing which determines the work-in/money-out equation. Some systems are

fairer than others, by the sheer virtue ttrat most of them are different, and thus

one of them has to be better than the other ones. So look around.

The montlrly bonus or compensation cheque is your fuir and honest reward,

reimbursing you for your efforts in creating a demand for your company's prod-

ucts. It is only fair that you are rewarded for such efforts. Of course, the people

that you introduce into the company are likewise responsible for their own

dorvnline nefwork, and hence are also entitled to their fair share of the profits.

So this is why the compensation plan is vitally important. Things to consider

include:

What do you have to do to get a monthly commission cheque?

Is it fair on you and your downlino? Is it well proportioned?

What happens if you or your downline stop working or buying?

What is the potential for a full-time working wage?

How long would it take you to build it to this stage?

Do you know of anyone who is successful with this system?

How does it compare to the other 6 companies that you've researched?

What other bonuses are available? (e.g. car program, free trips, etc.)

How long has the company and its compensation plan been operating?

The Masic Money Number 10

The world nrns on the number 10. l0% Commissions, 10% Savings, et cetera.

For you to earn your first million dollars in bonus cheques, worktng with the

rough figure of a l}Yo commission, you will need to create a buying consumer

network which will turn over $10 million worth of product.

This is very achievable. In fact, with a good compensation plan, the figure is

more like $7.5 million. This can be done within just 5 years, 3 if you're exfta

good. What you have to do is create a buying nefwork of consumers.

This is the only way that you will get a commission of such a size that you can

retire. Within a yeff you can achieve a monthly income that professionals

would receive in a year. This is the power of network marketing. It gives you

the leverage power of hundreds or thousands of people, working for you, every

day, every hour, no matter what you're doing. Once that network is established,

it will continue to regenerate and grow without you. This is what you want - a

business that runs itself - and that pays to you, directly, with a simple, monthly

cheque.



j.The Philoto PhV o( the Coraf?ny

This is likewise very important if you plan to make a living in partrrership with a
MLM company, not just a quick buck. Another truth:

The philosophy of the company will make or break the sale.

If the company pushes its distributors to buy so many dollars'worth of product up

front (this is a very nasty practice called'front end loading', forcing the poor,

financially-fretted distributor to try very hard to recover his money), then what
sort of attitude will the disfributor project to his customers or potential downline?

You can imagine it would be something like desperation or a macho "if you really
want to work or be in this company, this is what you have to do..."

What would the attitude be if the company had philosophies like,

"We accept and understand that everyone has their own sales technique..."

"We don't test our products on animals..."

"We don't put toxic chemicals in any of our products..."

"We don't put any environmentally damaging chemicals in our products..." ?

You can see how the ethical standards of the company will reflect on *re potential

customer if the distributor portrays them as 'the nice guys'. If the company has

policies that force or prohibit actions that the distributor thinks unfair, then the

distributor who is forced to adopt them will project them in a less than ftiendly
way, if not just to protect his own conscience.

Things to consider:

1. Does the company allow you to be a member of another MLM company?

Z. What is its stance on the environment, animal testing, toxicity, etc?

3. Does it force its distributors to act, and sell the producl in a certain way?

4. Does it force its distributors to socialise co-dependently?

5. Does it force its distributors to buy products in large & regular amounts?

6. Does it force its distributors to attend meetings, make minimum

volumes or buy sales aids/peripheral products from the company?

7. What doesn't the company allow, and what will it tolerate?

8. How much does the company support you?

9. How many years has the company survived? At least 10? (to be safe)
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5. The
Thg SgCt gtf in this chapter are MLM Truths. Please study and understand

each one. Each has proven itself over the last fifu years, and each is worth

thousands and millions of dollars to the people who have used them; in short,

many times the cost of this book. This book is worth millions. Read carefully.

1. [i""1i"1 Your PeopLe

The simplest, most direct, quickest, and most effective method is to:

talk to people.

All network marketing is based mound talking to people. I know it's obvious,

but here it is, in print, for you to consciously recognise. If you don't talk to peo-

ple, you'll be at a99o/o disadvantage. This is the foundation stone of MLM.

One way to consciously do this is to talk to at least 3 people per day.

fecreit



Another way to remember to talk to people is called the 3-foot rule:

if they are within 3 feet, talk to them about MLM!

L. hJhere fo Fi".l Your People ffhe plantins rrees Example)

1. Talk to everyone. You can sign up I person a day doing this. Easily. I do.

2. Find a person in every country. Do I country per month. Plant the seed.

3. Find at least 1 person in every state in your country. Plant many trees.

4. Find I person in every suburb in your city. Plant a forest.

ffffiffiffiffiffiffi
i. fhinlf to RerneFber Whe" ?rorpecti"l

The first is: All they have to do is use the product.

All you want them to do is use the product. That's it. People Using Product

(PuP).

The product will do the rest. The Company will take care of it. Let the process

work. Remember, what you want to create is a network of consumers.

The second secret is: Find the five that you want to make executives.

It only takes 5 'workers'to get your business running (to a full time career).

When you find them, tell them, "You're the five that I'm going to make execs !"
Always keep in mind that you need at least five workers to keep it going. Give

everyone the chance. Give everyone the inspiration and enthusiasm, but make

sure you pay attention to the ones who respond. The rest are consumers.



}|o- fo Work a MLM Corap?ny(MLM = Make Lotra Mo^ey)

These are the golden rules of repetition. Know these by heart. If your downline
can teach these to others, you'll be fine. Remember, it's the product that must be

ordered, used and recommended (by word of mouth), so that others will join.

l. Join a Company. 2. some

. Recommend the

The important thing to note here is that no-one

is actually 'selling', like walking into a shop.

This is home-shopping, not retail, so you can

get forget the 'hard-sell' salesman approach, for
these reasons:

l. It's pushy.

2. You can't trust a'salesman'.

3. They've got their own interests at heart.

(e.g. profits, commissions, etc)

.Get others to do the same.

But, if you're talking to someone who uses something themselves, they are

using word of mouth recommendation, the most powerfi.rl form of testimony.

So, pay attention to these:

L Forget marketing, just use the product.

2. It's the product that sells, not you. People make up their own minds.



3. Help yourself first, with good products that have value for money.

4. Mr & Mrs Average are your market customers. Listen to their needs.

5. Daily consumables are regular volume. Create a consumer network.

6. Every person has at least I major thing they want to change about them

selves. Ask them what it is!! Make sure you listen to their answer!

Ho.^, fo ra?ke a faLe ?ncl 1et a cvftor,'er (a^ol olo-r[i^el)

'Selling the Concept' of MLM is sometimes a difficult thing to do, especiatly if
you.r prospect has had a negative run-in with another MLM company. In these

cases, the worst thing you can do is push them. Instead, allow them to do what
they want. Give them the space as soon as they ask for it. Then accept their
decision. That's all you can do. Anyone can do MLMing, but MLM is not for
everyone. Remember MLM is about freedom, so give it to those who want it.

But the steps me still the same for everyone. It's this simple:

1. Give a person a copy of your primary form of advertising.

It should be simple, and only 1 or 2 things.

It should'uncover their desire' for one, or more, of your products.

2. Follow up later on the phone (within 3 days).

3. Invite them to a free, no obligation, 2O-minute product demonstation.

4. Ask them what they're interested in. Listen to their answer.

5. Tell them the sale value at retail prices or standard market prices.

6. Tell them the 'home-shoppers'wholesale price.

7. Add the sign-up fee to the wholesale price and compme.

8. Suggest to the customer that they join and order their own product.

9. Tell them there is no pressure from the company or you to sell. Smile.

10. Ask them if they want freedom. If so, get them a oopy of this book!



ReSe"er?fion ?ncl o"pLicafio",

These are the most important couple of pages in the book. If your dog starts to
chew on this book, dig into his mouth and make sure you get these fwo pages

out. Photocopy them now, and glue them to your wall.

This topic can be covered in two subsections, Regeneration and Duplication.

This happens two ways: firstly, from you to them,

Secondly, from them to others.

That's it. Let's look at them in reverse order.

1. Rele',er?fion

(Duplication)
(Regeneration)

Regeneration is the process of you being able to 'make-again'your business

into a structure that will self-perpetuate. This happens when you teach your
downline how to teach their downline.

Some of your downline will drop out. Others will order the product for a while
then stop. Some will never order product, while others will order product until
their dying days. And then, if you're lucky, there'll be that one in five (or one in
ten) who will 'give the business a go'. They're the ones you want the most.

For the same reasons as above, you'll need at least five of these 'workers'to
make sure your strucfure keeps growing. There is a certain threshold where too

few sees the strucfure die, through either lack of interest, not enough new sign-

ups, not worttr the time-money equation, etc, but if there are more than that

magic 'threshold' number of workers (which seems to be greater than 4), your
network will stand much better chances of succeeding to grow, blossom, and

bear fruit. Forever. And that magic number is 5.

Bonus Cheque lncentive Thinking:

The following example is based on aminimum montlrly ptnchase of $150, and

a minumum of a l5Yo royalty of your first 5 levels (a common example).

5 is the magic number of Regeneration. Find 5 people. Work it 5 levels deep.



If you can find just 5 people who will buy $150 of product per montlr, you'll
have a MGV (Monthly Group Volume, including your own) of mound $1000.
This means your monthly bonus will be around $150. This is the 'break-even'
point where your $150 required spending (to get your cheque) is reimbursed

with your royalities. So, find your 5 workers this month and you get a triple-
figure cheque every month. You can do this in less than 4 weeks! But guess

what? In one more month it'll double! And again next month! So, I month to

break everL 2 to double!

TIP: If you sign 5 per month then you'll have I person who will 'work it'
every month, not to mention 4 orders over $100 in the first month. Keep it
growing!

L, o"plicatio"

FlloTocoPlERs

crlrg A

Duplication is what you must do in order to create a self-perpetuating network

of teachers and consumers - to create more people like you (this is franchising).

The number above is five, but it all starts with the first one. And that first one-

on-one session is the beginning of your nefwork. Don't be afraid. Don't hesitate

at the enorrnous task ahead of you. Just start it now. Do it. Then, keep doing it.

Every person you sign into your company is the beginning of a dichotomous

relationship. Like a seed splitting in two and a new offshoot growing, you per-

sonally impart - initiate - this other person, into your nefwork. Like magic, you

have given them the power, with all the necessary knowledge and training, to

do the sirme to others. And that's what you want. More dicots. With magic.
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The key to success in business, any business, is duplication:

to be able to get somebody else to do what you can do.

(Read that bit again.) A truth. Preferably, better than what you can do.

Not only do you have to train just one person, and not only just the five you've

singled out as your potential 'workers', but to train all of them, because:

L Even if a distributor isn't a'worker', they may still sign-up others who are.

2. You have an obligation to treat all your downline with equal respect.

3. No training is ever wasted. Every little bit counts. i.e. product knowledge.
For reasons listed below, some will require more training than others, and some

will require greater training than others. What you must do is train everyone

with everything you know, because even if they only use the training which
suits their personal style,

all of them must get all of the training in order to pass it on.

Accept that everyone will have a different style of presentation, prospecting

and publicity, but make sure they get it all, so they can pass it all on. To pre-

vent disasters like misinformation and partial-teaching propagation, buy every-
one a copy of this book so that you can be sure they do get it all.

No, really, I'm serious. Many networks fail for this very reason.

rhe \a/Lo RULI

This is a brilliant mathernatical rulg of thumb that works everywhere:

80% of all money in the world is owned by 20% of the people, and

80% of that$O% of money is owned by 20% of that 20% of people, and so on.

80% of all the work in a organisation is done by only 2A% if its members.

80% of the money made in bonus cheques is made to 20o/o of the people.



80% of your money is spent on2aYo of the things you spend your money on.

80% of the things in your life are affected by 20% of the decisions you make.

In short,

80o of the difference is made by 20o/o of the variables.

ln terms of multiJevel marketing,

80o/o of your volume is moved by 20o/o of your people.

In other words, four-fifths of your money, your future income, your retirement,
your next million dollars, ffid so on, will be made by the efforts of you and just
one-fifth of your distributors. Now, there is a very well-known saying in busi-
ness:

Find out where most of your money is made. Then, do more of that.

This means that in network marketing, you must find out r,vho your'workers'
are, and make sure that they get all the help they need. Sure, help everyone.

Without the help given to everyone, from knowing how to promote the product,

filling in the forms, to learning to talk to people, etc, everyone needs that; but
what I mean is that, for these stw 2Ao/o of your downline, make sure they get

everything and every bit of support they need. Your money depends on it.

Without getting into high-tech geometrical metaphysics, like fractals, autogenic

seeding and pentagr!rms, we should remember that the number 5 is important in
self-perpefuation and regeneration for these reiuons:

You need to find 5 people to 'work the business'.

You need to work the system 5 levels deep to ensure success.

Four-fifths of your income will come from one-fifth of yorn people.

These are general rules of thumb, and like most mathemathical models, work
really well when you don't look at them too closely, but rather just pay atten-

tion to the general ftend of what is happening in your business. It works. Trust

me.

l.
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Workinl Your Downli",e

In your network marketing 'people tree', you are the initial seed, and the trunk.
Your upline are yorn roots, and the company (manufacfurer) is the soil.

Your front line people are called your primary branches. In truth, real network-
ing doesn't mean having 300 branches (or frontliners), but rather, having maybe

50, with 5 to 10 real 'workers'. Then those 5 or 10 will have the same, called
your secondary branches. This way your tree will grow by itself. That's what
you want. Of course, you'll have to find a MLM company with a mmketing
compensation plan that encourages this, so look for one that does.

Uni-level mmketing plans just have frontliners, and that means you'll have to
work forever to keep replacing them as they fall away. Not a long term idea.

Binary or Tertiary depth systems happen quickly, and generally don't work for
long periods of time (e.g.2 or 3 years) due to these reasons:

1. You, and all of your downline, have to continually Juggle' where you put

your new downline, as the company only pays on a formula based on the mini-
mum volumes of the 2 ar 3legs. This is generally considered unfair.

2. Not everyone wants to have to juggle their downlines. Forcing everyone

to know all of their downline is a real hassle. People just want to sign up other
people and let the company pay them their fair share, which is a'fair thing'.

3. Binary systems don't normally last for more than a few years. A sad

truth.

4. These companies usually have a mrnimum compulsory monthly order.

The time-proven system is the stair-step system, that teaches people to teach

people, with group volumes rising to the top. This is the methodolog,v:

When you sign someone up (directly or indirectly) pass their details on

to your upline so they can help them help you. Ask your upline for help.

Work with your downline 5 levels deep. Teach them to teach others.

Sign up 5 serious people (monthly) who want to 'work it' as a business.

1.

2.

a
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4. Don't go for salespeople. Go for Mr and Mrs average. People people.

5. Every month, help your downline to go another level deeper. Show them.

6. Aim to get everyone to find 5 people per month (see number 5. above).

7. Get those new people in 6. to do the same in the next month, and so on.

If you can do this, starting with yourself finding 5 people in a month, you'Il
have 1 + 5 + (6 x 5) + (36 x 5) : 216 wjust 3 months! This is do-able. Even if
you can only get your dournline to find 3, you'll still have 156 people. Wbw.

Easy to do.

hlorkinS the |lyrten

To work the system of network marketing requires several factors. This section

could be called the 'polish on the stone'. It's not essential, but it does separate

the goats from the sheep, or, shall we say, the weeds from the roses.

I like roses.

The first factor is that network marketing, ffi I said on the first page of the

Secrets, is a People Business. That means you'll need some people skills (see

the Recommended Reading Plan). Without these, your chances of becoming a

truly great networker are severely limited. But, anyone can learn. Keep read-

ing....

Secondly, people watch, learn, and judge. I{ by your actions, you lead someone

to distrust you, it is almost impossible to regain that trust. Don't blow it.

Thirdly, personal ethics are paramount to long-term success in business. All I
can say is do what you salr- and say What you do. This is 'profiled integrity'.

Fourthly, have regular contact with everyone in )'our downline. If you are seri-

ous about networking your strucfure, start offwith an infroductory welcome as

soon as you know of a new downline member. Offer them your hand in ftiend-

ship and support whenever they need. When they do, they'll respond. If not,

they'll (hopefully) ring closer upline than yourself. I suggest a monthly phone

call to everyone, just to see how they're going. Don't pressure them, just give



them advice and support, and help them wherever you can.

Fifthly, I also recornmend a regular (perhaps quarterly?) newsletter to every

member of your downline. Keep it short and simple. It could advertise your

regular trainings and gatherings (which includes new prospects), new ideas,

books to read, and ofcourse, your offer ofperpetual support and advice. I use

this as a great non-threatening method of communication and inspiration.

And of course, sixthly, I say: don't ever give up. Say no more.

Of course, there are many things which you can do to 'polish yow stone'; I
hope you will look at the next chapter for more clues. Coming up soon are a

few tips for presentation skills - play the scene, with you as the star, in your

mind.

'Working the System' is to make a system first: create a routine of success by

making that first important step, and then by doing it again. It's that simple.

The next step is to refine your system by making it more effective; for exam-

ple, finding your prospects, sorting out the nuggets of gold from the gravel, and

then leading them to success by you showing and them copying.

Use the advice and wisdom of already successful workers, use the advantages

that the company offers you, and maximise your success by planning for it.

'Working the System'is to enjoy the polishing of your stone, letting the system

work for you, honing and perfecting the roughs into sparkling diamonds.
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E$e ctive Cornr.r",icatior. Secretr

There are just a few basic points, tips and secrets of effective'power communi-

cators' that makes most of the difference @emernber'.20o/o makes 80%).

1. Friendliness. Smile. Laugh. Have a fun attitude and be open.

2. Elie Contact. Don't be shy. Look, and listen, with your eyes.

3. Open Bod]'Language. Don't cross your limbs; hands together.

4. Be Cenfied. Generate inner calm by hands together & deep breath.

5. Speak Slowly. It takes 5 seconds to absorb 1 bit of information.

6. Pause After Every Phrase. Let their minds echo your words in silence.

For example, you knock on the front door of Mrs.Jones'house for a l5-minute

presentation. She opens the door. You smile. Make eye contact. Pause.

You take a deep breath, and slowly let it out; there's no rush to speak.

"Hello, Mrs.Jones. I'm Jason Betts. I'm here to show you some products."

Smile.

NICE STgECH

BUEBLE /



She will smile, and welcome you in. Nod as you go in, smile some more, and

walk slowly, in a non-threatening way. Gently and humbly, be guided to the
presentation area. Do not open your briefcase until rapport has been &ained.

Look at them, ask questions, like why are they interested in the products, and

what they want them for. Listen with your eyes. Sit in a relaxed, but attentive,

manner, with yqur limbs open but connected. Listen to her need with your eyes.

Speak slowly, outlining the company history of designing a product with this

lady's need in mind, and say how it will help her. When she asks to see it, then

open the briefcase and show her. There is no rush. Be calm and centred. Gently.

Keep the presentation to three items or lines, and outline juslone advantage of
each itemfline. Ask the lady again if this is what she wanted. If yes, go onto the

advantages of her buying her own according to her personal need and situation.

Answer each of Mrs.Jones' questions simply. succinctly and slor,vly. At every

opportunity to answer any questions, add another bit of information from expe-

rience to simply illustrate the answer. Keep it short, succinct and simple.

All questions answered, give Mrs.Jones the application form, go through it with
her, liks a ftiend would, and show her how. Ease her fears by asking her, ever

so gently, if there's anything she feels concerned about. Then answer gently.

Once done, illustrate the greatest benefit and share the joy of the product.

Offer help in any situation, and share the feeling of goodwill in your heart.


